gas pipe (pipeline).
gauze.

plug (pair of) pinchers.
gassy, gaseous.

effervescent, bubbling, fizzy, foamy, fizzing.
washerman, launderer, fuller.

laundry, place for washing dresses, etc.

washing, launderer's business.
gas meter, gas meter.

flue gas.

natural gas.

exhaust manifold.

gasoline, gassy, gaseous.
gasoline.

gases, run by gas.
gas engine.

place, location.
case, case (printing).
sweets, candy.

(scabs) the itch.
galactose.
galosh, gosh, overshoe.
gallon.

wide-mouthed sack.

step, pace, gait, stride.

to walk, to pace.
to stride, to step.

petroleum gas.

the effervescence of lemonade.

Pepsi Cola foam (fizz) formed by agitation of the bottle.

the fizzle (or hiss) of Coca Cola.

auto accelerator.

open the throttle.

push on the gas.

to effervescence, to foam.
to step on the gas, to accelerate a motorcar, to fizzle, to bubble, to gasify.
to gas.
tear gas.
tear gas.

light.

poison gas,戊sic.

suffocating gas.

laughing gas, nitrous oxide.

gas works, gas plant.

liquid (liquefied) gas.
gas meter.

gas stove.
to gasify.

gas oil.

natural gas.

the twenty-sixth letter of the Persian alphabet corresponding to the English hard "g" as in Greek and grand.

cave, chasm, fissure.

cyanide, cyanogen, (cont. of) cyanide.
to fuck, to screw.

railway station.
garage.

propeller shaft, cardan shaft.

universal joint, cardan joint.

phenobarbital, barbitone, luminal.
garden party.

(mus.) harmonium.
cart, waggon.
carter, cart driver.
bite, biting, nip, pincher.
to bite, to nip.

have a bite of the melon.

effervescence, foam, fizzle, ferment.

his (mech.) accelerator, throttle, fizzle.
crossing. passageway.
level crossing.
foraging place.
passport.
generous disposition, remission, indulgence, concession, ability to do without a thing, passing (of time), lapse, transition, passage, transit, overlook, forgiving.
he has a generous disposition.
passing (lapse) of time.
I forgave him.
to overlook or remit.
to waive, to do without, to make concessions, to waive one's claim, to forgive.
generous, forgiving.
unforgiving.
the ancients, the deceased.
the commander led the army through a thick forest.
set (put, place) the glass on the table.
leave him alone.
leave the table.
put your hand on my shoulder.
lay that book aside.
leave alone.
put his night successfully.
allow an inch of the cloth for shrinkage.
advise him to my room.
suffer the children to come to me.
leave a fortune for his children.
do not leave your work for tomorrow.
let me go.
retaine the heat.
with worry.
leave behind, to forget, to reserve.
let us go.
leave the teapot on the oven.
deposit your money with (in the bank).
account, description, explanation.
way, path, ferryman.
taxis. tendency.

inclination, tropism. -tropic. -tropism. ism.
tend to. to be inclined to.
having a tendency, tropic. -ist.

sly. shrewd.
efficiency. capacity.
slyness. intelligence. shrewdness.

(z.) cat.
feline. cat-like. catty.

(z.) otter.
gib - cat.
(z.) cat with bustling hair and attacking aspect.
grey. eyed.
(z.) wild cat.
civil - cat.
fellowship. felony.
she - cat.
tomcat. kitten.

to set the fox to watch the geese.
wirepulling. setting intrigue.
to stop intriguing against people.
monkey business.

passage within the thickness of a wall. gallery.

(z.) Felidae. (geog.) Georgia. Georgian.
although. though.
dust.

aged. old.

dear friend.

how much, costlier.

because of great cost. high cost. large.

because of the high price of meat. year of dearth. year of inflation.

of a high rank. bountiful.

excessive. dear. costly.

overburden. pregnancy.

precious. valuable.

well-born.

a valuable book. of a high rank.

sluggish, niggardly.

sluggishness.

excessive.

unbearable.

to hold dear.
the revolution
of the moon around the earth.
circulation of blood.
circulation of blood in the veins.
circulatory system.

change of season.

no left turn.

excursion to villages.

sleepwalking, somnambulism.
crop rotation.

to ramble (stroll) about.

circumnavigation.
turning around something.

vicissitudes of time.

movement of a clock.

to walk, to take a walk.

to circulate, to rotate, to revolve, to change, to spin, to turn, to go sightseeing, to move around, to stroll.
to go (out) for a walk.
to stroll, to promenade, to saunter.
to take a person for a walk.
double circulation.
walking and amusement.

(public) walk, promenade, park, round tent.
nuptial chamber.

(but) walnut.
a walnut on a dome, water off a duck's back.

not bisected dually.
chop or, chop a walnut.
et us go for a walk.

a suitable place for promenade.

the turning point of history.

the brave Rustam.
turning, whirling, rotating.
whirlpool, eddy, swirl, vortex, malestrom.

to shave, to shave.

scabbed, mangy, scabby.

all round, perimeter, surrounding, all about, boundaries, dusty.

spinning, whirling, turning.
rotating, revolving, rolling, changing, floating, circulating, oscillating, rotary, revolving fund.


roving. touring. (used in
combs. as in: вага=тур.)

bravery. heroism. valour. valiance.

encumbered by debts.

to be (or to get) caught (or arrested), to be involved, to get into difficulty, to be captured or captivated.
to capture, to seize.
to arrest, to involve in a difficulty, to preoccupy, to entangle.

I am in a bad fix.

I am in a sorry plight.

Tamerlane captured Bokhara.

Fog involved (covered) the shore line.

he became very sad.

he became very successful (prosperous).

the flower grew (up).

he had a sudden heart failure.

obstruction in the nose, clogged nose.

stricture of the bladder.

to clog pipes.

to catch fish.

to get some money.

to arrest a person.

to capture a runaway.

capture.

eclipse of the sun.

moon eclipse.

the sun eclipsed.

the moon eclipsed.

his joke worked (was effective).

to weep, to cry, to shed tears.

to howl, to wail, to sob.

to blubber, to whimper.

to starve, to suffer from lack of food.

to crave for food, to go hungry.

to famish, to starve.

to starve to death, to die of hunger.

g Race (Guristan) (pl. Gistans, Gistana).

Grist is hungry, craving, famished, starved, greedy.

I am hungry, I feel hungry.

the hungry (starved).

to become hungry (famished, or starved).

to crave something.

to hunger for (after) something.

to be emaciated (captivated) by her love.

she is much emaciated of her.
to learn.

(note: the verb کرگدن is also used as an auxiliary verb, so all compound words with this auxiliary verb should be looked up under their respective alphabetical orders.)

crystal, fold, rigid, severity, opposition, restraint, arrest.

crystalline, crystallized, crystallite, crystalline, reined, reined, reined.

taken, dull, close, melancholy, impressive, attractive, overcast, clogged, obstructed, closed, hoarse, covered, veiled, dejected, gloomy, seized, captured. (for other words see under کرگدن.)

the sky is overcast. 

he had a gloomy expression.

her beauty has attracted me.

gloomy, sad, dull, stammering.

stuttering, lisping, wolf, tagger (in the game of "tags.")

person inured to hardships

cunning, rogue, old soldier.

guileless person

suspected because of an evil appearance.

blamed for a fault not committed, though caught red-handed, innocent but yet reputed to be guilty.

twilight, gloaming, the time when the sun sets, sunset.

lupine, wolflike.

I became the tagger in the game of tag.

tare.

wolf's cub, offspring of a wolf.

to find fault with.

to create difficulties for.

to take advantage of.

to withdraw something from a person.

to take the wind out of a person's sails, to outrace (to anticipate) a person.

to take something as a joke.

to take a thing lightly.

to run over a person (by a car).

to prosper, he thrived.

to cover a person.

the snow settled on the ground.

to make (or form) a habit of.

to choose, to receive an advance.

to burn with flames.

to burn well, to go ablaze, to burn with a blaze of light.

he acts proudly.

he pretends to be very haughty.

to take off (or away), to put by (or aside), to catch by, to contaminate, to become contaminated (or infected) by another person.

to be kindled or spread.

to take over.

to overtake, to overspread.

to take the war took place (overspread, the war broke out.

to take something easy.

to take something.

to take over.

to take over.

to take something easy.

to take something easy.
what is bred in the bone will come out in the flesh.

willow, willowfish.

twilight, wolf and eave.

wolfishness.

sheepdog. German shepherds.

one scabbard sheep can carry a whole flock.

pelt. sheepskin. long overcoat.

warm. hot, muggy, overheated, fervent.

producing a hot temperament.

ardo(u)r. ardency.

emotion, fervor, enthusiasm.

charm, attractiveness, friendly or hospitable attitude.

weather, season.

caloric.

thermic. tropical. thermal. to(

thermogenic. calscent.

haustion. heat

exhaustion. sunstroke. thermoplegia.

suffering from heatstroke.

to suffer from a heartstroke.

thermometer. calorimeter.

thermometry. calorimetry.

atomic heat.

heat of combustion.

specific heat.
he broke jail. he ran away from prison.

(having) fled. runaway. fugitive.

flight. escape. run away. flight. egression. deviate. eversion. deviation.

to find a means of escape.

metasis in literary writings.

to refer indirectly. dodge (round). to evade. to evade. to evade.

centrifugal force.

intermittent (sporadic) fighting.

to play the truant.

interseen. fugacious. fugitive. running away. running away. running away. in combs. in meaning “misanthropic” or “living away from the people”.

divaricate. fleeing. running away. vanishing. running away. vanishing. evaporating. abhorring.

Nader shoves women.

he made a metasis to the martyrdom of Imam Hossein in Kerbelia desert.

knot. atrioventricular node.

lymphatic node. nodous lymphatic.

illiac lymph nodes. iliac lymph nodes.

sacral lymph nodes. sacral lymph nodes.

hepatic lymph nodes. hepatic lymph nodes.

bronchopulmonary lymph nodes.

tracheal lymph nodes.

to frown.

to come tears. to weep. to shed tears.

knot. knot. knot. knot.

impediment in speech. surgeon’s knot. barreling. cat’s paw.

stevedore’s knot. slipknot.

knot. knotted. knotty. nodular. flocculent. timber hitch and a half hitch.

to follow. to adhere to. to pursue.

attached. joined. believer. knot.

knot. knot. knot. knot. knot. knot.

tubercle. knotty affair. problem. difficulty. tuber. ganglion. a meter is equal to 15%.

wrinkles on the brow.

to kink. to make knotty. to wrinkle.

to form a knot. to kink. to become knotty. to be entangled.

to tie. to knot. to tie. to knot.
spacious (flowing, large) garment

to widen, to make loose, to make roomy.
to become loose (wide or spacious).
to blot a piece.
to expose a man to hitting.
to stride, to walk wide between the legs.

the patient’s clothes had become too large for him.

that is out of his depth, that is too much for him!
a large (wide, gaping) hole.
equivocal. prodigal.
a knack or trick in backgammon whereby a player intentionally exposes his men to be hit, extraneous, outrunning the constable, lavishness, prodigality, squandering, risking, taking a risk.

being open. expansion.

relief.
to open.
open(ed).
with a smiling (open) face.

with smooth eyebrows; cheerful, smiling.
with a smooth brow.
cheerful.

open-handed. liberal. generous.
unveiled. open-faced.

open-faced, cheerful, of a cheerful disposition.

fluid, eloquent.

open-handed.
liberal.

wideness. breadth. broadness. looseness. spaciousness. roominess.

(geology) fault. fissure. crevasse. cleft.

acidity.

break.


he has commanded the spring breeze to spread the emerald carpet.
to spread. to diffuse. to propagate. to expand. to open. to spread the table cloth.

spread. expanded. (bot.) patulous.

act of spreading. deployment. expanding. dissemination.

expansion. enlargement. extension. range. spread. to spread. to disseminate. to extend. to expand.

to be spread (extended, or disseminated). to be expanded.

bucking of horses.

horse manure.
cut. rupture. tear. severance.
to cut to rupture.

sever.
to break.
broken.

nemed.

a selection (an anthology) of Persian prose.

astringent. acid.

drinker.

ugly. homely.

impudent. rudely. boldly. insolently.

impatiently. brazenly.

impudence. boldness. rudeness. insolence. impertinence.

to be rude. to act impudently.

to become rude or impudent.

impudence. impudence. impudence. rudely. boldly. insolently. impatiently. brazenly.

impudence. boldness. rudeness. insolence. impertinence.
to converse, to talk.
to dispute, to parley, to chat, to argue.
we had words, we had a dispute or quarrel.

a colloquial, conversational.

"why don't you come?"
he said that he was not coming.
I told him to come.
don't speak before him.
he related the whole story.
I declared openly.

from the statements of the teachers.
the fifth chapter of the book.
his grammar was clear.

in the play.

a friendly conversation.
dialogue, exchange of words.

conversation, discourse, monologue, speech, word, statement.
said, spoken, saying, maxim, dictum, phrase, word, statement.

Mr. Mehri said, "why don't you come?"
he said that he was not coming.
I told him to come.
don't speak before him.
he related the whole story.
I declared openly.

from the statements of the teachers.
the fifth chapter of the book.
his grammar was clear.

in the play.

a friendly conversation.
dialogue, exchange of words.

conversation, discourse, monologue, speech, word, statement.
said, spoken, saying, maxim, dictum, phrase, word, statement.

Mr. Mehri said, "why don't you come?"
he said that he was not coming.
I told him to come.
don't speak before him.
he related the whole story.
I declared openly.

from the statements of the teachers.
the fifth chapter of the book.
his grammar was clear.

in the play.

a friendly conversation.
dialogue, exchange of words.

conversation, discourse, monologue, speech, word, statement.
said, spoken, saying, maxim, dictum, phrase, word, statement.

Mr. Mehri said, "why don't you come?"
he said that he was not coming.
I told him to come.
don't speak before him.
he related the whole story.
I declared openly.

from the statements of the teachers.
the fifth chapter of the book.
his grammar was clear.

in the play.

a friendly conversation.
dialogue, exchange of words.

conversation, discourse, monologue, speech, word, statement.
said, spoken, saying, maxim, dictum, phrase, word, statement.

Mr. Mehri said, "why don't you come?"
he said that he was not coming.
I told him to come.
don't speak before him.
he related the whole story.
I declared openly.

from the statements of the teachers.
the fifth chapter of the book.
his grammar was clear.

in the play.

a friendly conversation.
dialogue, exchange of words.

conversation, discourse, monologue, speech, word, statement.
said, spoken, saying, maxim, dictum, phrase, word, statement.

Mr. Mehri said, "why don't you come?"
he said that he was not coming.
I told him to come.
don't speak before him.
he related the whole story.
I declared openly.

from the statements of the teachers.
the fifth chapter of the book.
his grammar was clear.

in the play.

a friendly conversation.
dialogue, exchange of words.

conversation, discourse, monologue, speech, word, statement.
said, spoken, saying, maxim, dictum, phrase, word, statement.
rose - water sprinker. rose - water sprayer.
gold or silver lace. braid.
rose - water bottle.
(bot.) pear.
peach.
colocynth.
(bot.) inflorescence. festoon.
zwem with flowers. benign scarlet fever.
(bot.) campanula.
malabarica.
(bot.) garden fuchsia.
(bot.) ringlet. bouquet. stigma.
of a delicate body. delicate.
rose - preserve
(origin. made with honey.)
grappling. clinching.
scuffling. at close quarters. man for man. struggling. contending. mêlée.
to grappling. to clinch.
to scuffle. to be at close quarters with.
to struggle. to contend.
(bot.) sword.
lily. gladious.
compass card.
flower fancier.
rosarian. Florist. floriculturist.
cultivation of flowers for fancy.
shout. cry. nightingale's. note.
(bot.) petal. rose leaf.
sprinkle. gentle rain, spraying.
throat. gullet. pharyngo.
guttural.
sore throat.
neck of uterus. uterine neck.
neck of the womb. cervix.
to gutturallize. to velarize.
to refresh oneself with a beverage or fruit.
to stick in the throat.
he has a crush on that girl.
to go the wrong way.
(said of food in the mouth, to choke.
floral pattern. flower design.
necklace.
pharyngoscope.
sore throat. angina.
burning.
the throat. something particularly good. bed of roses.
pharynx. ravine.
throat.
pharyngitis.
pharyngeal. pharyngal.

roSY. florid. rose-coloured. red.
kind of weed used in dyeing.
safflower.

rose. chequered.
strewing flowers.
oncasion of strewing flowers.
Pentecost.

bog. marsh. muddy. miry. mud hole.
garden. rose.
worker in clay. mixer of mortar. maker of nosegays. florist.

rose garden. flower garden.
(bot.) the rose.
rush-bush.
rosaceous. having rose. designs or pattern. rooseate. florid. chulk.

(bot.) lichen.
lichenologist.
lichenology.
Lichenes.

conserve of roses. rose preserve.
flower garden.

rose - chequered.
roses.
grape. (of a garriage). splashboard. fender.

saffron. autumn crocus.

(bot.) garden.

garden balsam. Zanzibar balsam.
greenhouse. hothouse.

stove of a bath.

ball.
spherical object. bullet. cartridge.
projectile. shot. shell. pellet.
marble.

(bot.) snapdragon. dragon's mouth.

(pomegranate. blossom.

(bot.) balansia flowers.

pomegranate red. pomegranate purple.

(bot.) stonecrop. sedum.
muddy.

(mil.) who goes there.

breechblock of a gun.

flower fancier. gardener.
stained with blood.

flower. (door) scraper.

(bot.) orobanche. broomrape.
clove scented broom-rake.

(bot.) floret.

rose - chequered.
gatherer of roses or flowers.
selector. selection. (literary) digest.

(bot.) to select. (from the best lot).
to handpick. to cut out. to make a digest of.
picking flowers.

selection. gathering of flowers.

chicory. meadow. saffron.

(bot.) garden.

zephyr.
to lose, to miss. — کم‌تر
to forfeit, to incur (or meet with) a loss. — کم‌تر

to mislay, to allow to slip through the fingers, to waste, to dissipate, to get rid of, that boy was lost. — کم‌تر

the missing object. — کم‌تر

the book was mislaid. — کم‌تر

reprover, complainant. — کم‌تر

reproving. — کم‌تر

in flocks or herds. — کم‌تر

in a flock. — کم‌تر

cannon ball. shell. cannon shot. — کم‌تر
to form (wind) into a ball, to roll up, to conglomerate. — کم‌تر
cannonade. fusillade. — کم‌تر

shell. a volley of bullets. barrage. — کم‌تر
to cannonade. to fusillade. — کم‌تر
to shell. to fire a volley of bullets. — کم‌تر

playing marbles. playing ball. bowling. — کم‌تر
calibre of a gun. — کم‌تر

throathy. guttural. velar. — کم‌تر

pharyngeal. gutturo-. pharyngo-. — کم‌تر

mud house. — کم‌تر
caravan. — کم‌تر

clayish. made of clay. earthen. slimy. clayey. — کم‌تر

flight. bony. congregation. group. — کم‌تر

smack. pack. pride. — کم‌تر

a flock of goats or sheep. — کم‌تر

a drove (herd) of cattle. — کم‌تر

a drove of hogs. — کم‌تر

a flight of birds. — کم‌تر

a bevy of quails. — کم‌تر

a bevy of birds and women. — کم‌تر

a pack of wolves. — کم‌تر

a pride of lions. — کم‌تر
to form into a flock. to herd. — کم‌تر

reproach. (mild or friendly) complaint. — کم‌تر

grievance. lament. stint. dole. gripe. — کم‌تر
to reprove. to reproach. to complain. to grudge. to gripe. to lament. — کم‌تر

a friendly complaint. — کم‌تر

spot. place. locality. — کم‌تر

reproving. — کم‌تر

to reproachful. plaintive. complainingly. — کم‌تر

shepherd. pastor. — کم‌تر

herder. herdsman. — کم‌تر

cattlemam. herder. — کم‌تر
sinfulness. crime, vice, fault, offence, guilt.
dome, cupola, vault, arch, dome-like, dome-shaped.
cupola, cupolae.
treasure, wealth, riches, hoard.
volume, capacity, quantity.
mass, bulk, size, quantity.
what is this boat's tonnage?

voluminous, capacious, bulky.

administration, management, control.

a government official.

an anonymous (unknown) writer.

an anonymous benefactor pays his hospital expenses.

the unknown soldier.

to be unknown or obscure.

a custom house, a port.

to be cleared of contents.

to commit a crime, to commit a sin.

our sins, forswearing your transgressions.

a lost traveler.

what error drives our eyes and ears amiss?

you are wrong in your judgement.

a wandering vagabond.

a hypothesis (supposition) for something that does not exist.

my assumption is that he is honest.

he imagines that he is a poet.

they were suspicious of me.

sounding rod, bore, sounding line, divining rod.

to sound (the depth of), to fathom.

customs officer.

to mislead, to seduce, to pervert, to deceive.

Socrates did not mislead the youth of Athens.

an astray sinner.

a lost traveller.

the truth of our senses.

what error drives our eyes and ears amiss?

you are wrong in your judgement.

a wandering vagabond.

a hypothesis (supposition) for something that does not exist.

my assumption is that he is honest.

he imagines that he is a poet.

they were suspicious of me.

sounding rod, bore, sounding line, divining rod.

to sound (the depth of), to fathom.

customs officer.

to mislead, to seduce, to pervert, to deceive.

Socrates did not mislead the youth of Athens.

an astray sinner.
foul breath.

one whose armpits give off a bad smell, body odor.

anti-septic, germicide.

disinfected. antisepticize.

to disinfect. to disinfectize.

hugeness. enormousness. enormity.

(b.) wheat. (weight) grain.

as much as one grain.

flour. corn meal.

(bot.) cornflower. blue - bottle. blue.

century. corn cockle. bachelor's - button.

as you sow, so shall you reap.

flax. swarthy. tawny. tan. brownish. brown.

showing, wheat. wheaten.

double - dealer.

freckle. lentigo. wart.

wheat: graminaceous. tawny.

(bot.) variety of leek.

corncockle. fiddleneck. yarrow. yarrowlike.

horehound.

putrefied.

addled. decaying. putrid. rotten.

he is a dog in the manger.

to decompose. to rot.

to putrefy.

large. big. huge.

corpulent. jumbo. great.

to grow big.

to become large.

to make big. to magnify. to enlarge.
extraction, digging.

masculine proper noun. Gudarz.

scour, clean, thorough. Pressure.

pit, ditch. (anat.) acetabulum, bull-and-horn joint.

depth, hollow cavity. fossa, groove, depression, concavity, hole.

hole of the hand.

arm pit.

how deep is the well?

grave, tomb.

sepulcher, mausoleum, resting place.

to bury, to entomb, to inter, to bury alive.

(z.) wild ass, zebra, onager.

Zoroastrian. Gheber.

Ghebre.

cupola raised over a tomb.

zebra.

mausoleum.

sepulcher, cemetery, graveyard.

zebra, wild ass, onager.

pygmy, elf.

cemetery, graveyard, burying ground.

sunken, hollow, concave, pit, low ground, depressed.

this well is very deep.

burrow pit.

gymnasium pit (or ground).

to sink (as the eyes).

his eyes are sunken.

to deepen, to sink, to become concave.

sunken (hollow) cheeks.

to deepen, to make concave or sunken.

stain, discoloration. stain left after a distemper, water hole.

pit, cavity, ditch, puddle, variole, loveola, trench, abyss.
corneal comissure of lips.

recluse, secluded, hermit, isolated, retired, retired, out of office.

to sequester oneself from the world, to withdraw from society, receiver (of a telephone), earpiece, ear trumpet, earphone, headpiece, stethoscope, earcup, (mus.) key or peg (of a musical instrument), auricular, aural, auris, oto.

hold on, please! please put down the receiver, hang up.

to pick up the receiver, slap or box on the ear, to murrain, to whisper.

hearing aid, ear trumpet.

monitoring.

sulphur, brimstone.

sulphuric acid.

to sulphurate.

sulphuric, sulphurous.

coccus.

fraud, delude, fraudulence, deception, guile, deceitfulness.

to be cheated or fooled, to be deceived, to be gulled, to be duped.
narration, jeweller, jewel, pure, (bot.) goat's-thorn, milk vetch.

position of a speaker or of an announcer. announcing, speaking, broadcasting.

radio broadcasting. announcing, speaker, narrator.

cusp, cusp-shaped, cuspate.

teller, broadcaster. announcer, speaker, narrator.

speech.

buoy, buoyancy.

one would say (or think) indeed. as if, as though.

as if, perhaps.

sometimes.

excrement, feces, shit, stool, dung, manure, copro-

jewel.

yielding jewels.

tumblebug, scarab, tumblebug, sometimes, every now.

and then, occasionally.

resitive, balky, unruly, refractory, restless, jibber.

a resitive horse, a jibber.

a cusp, a cusp-shaped.

cuspidate, cuspid.

like a cusp.

child in a cusp.

rocking chair.

sometimes.

vegetable, plant, herb, grass, flora.

humus.

plant, herb, vegetable, grass, flora, herb-

botanically, herbivorous, vegetarian.

vegetarianism, herbivory, (z.) Berbivora.

language, dialect, dialectology.
to get caught. be betrayed, to be involved (in a difficulty), to be caught red-handed.

a gripping style.

an attractive look.

touching words.

a handy liquor.

a biting (ferocious) dog.

one pound sugar.


in the conflict against slavery.

he came to help us in this scuffle.

in the throes of the second world war.

in the heat of the battle.

in the (paucity, pauch) of childbirth, a life full of struggles.

a catch for holding articles, pincers.

clothes peg.

the ironsmith's clamp.

the grip of an instrument.

doctor fausteur.

to gird.
Gilan, a province on the Caspian shore.

a clasp to hold two things together.

woman’s hair, tail of hair.

wig, postiche.

toupee, toptoupee, hairpiece, peruke, periwig, beaddress.

cord or ribbon used in braiding the hair.

shameless. disgraced.

fillet for binding the hair.

elderly woman. duenna.

Gumosky.

(woman’s) hair. ringlet. tress.

mobcap. coif.

ticket office. counter.


(bot.) cherry. glass. tumbler.

wineglass.

a glassful.

at least.

certainly. obliged. inevitably. perhaps. he must have forgotten.

necessarily. out of necessity.

necessity. coercion.

laboratory.

fold. ply. inside. within. between. among. strand. braid layer. stratum. three ply. board.

rope of four strands.

manyfold.

inside the blanket.

there is a sheet of paper inside the book.

as long as.

through the opening in the door.

he went among the people.

he put the ball between his legs.

no. nay. -less, ir-

without saying no or yes.

careless, remiss.

nonchalance. recklessness.

I do not know.